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TV
Friends Quiz 7

1. What is the name Ross gives to the extra layer of gravy-soaked bread Monica puts in his turkey
sandwich?

2. Joey starred as a detective with a robotic partner in which TV show?

3. Joey buys the encyclopedia covering which letter of the alphabet from a door-to-door salesman?

4. Who is the last of the group to discover that Chandler and Monica are in a relationship?

5. How many sisters does Joey have?

6. Joey auditions to be the host of which new gameshow?

7. Ross created a comic book character when he was a child called Science Boy, what was his super
power?

8. Where did Rachel buy her apothecary table, after pretending to Phoebe it came from a flea
market?

9. What was the name of Rachel's childhood dog that died after being hit by an ice cream truck?

10. A co-worker named Bob continually calls Chandler by which incorrect name?

11. Which two characters get addicted to stolen cheese-cake?

12. How much did Joey bid for the boat that he ended up buying at a charity auction?

Sphinx Phoenix 
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Quizmaster Answers
1. The Moist-Maker
2. Mac and C.H.E.E.S.E
3. V
4. Ross
5. Seven
6. Bamboozled

7. A super human thirst for knowledge
8. Pottery Barn
9. LaPooh
10. Toby
11. Rachel and Chandler
12. $20,000

Sphinx Phoenix 
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